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operations (such as inﬁx expressions) usually occur in the
same type and certain constant values. There are also variable
assignment expressions where the right side is a constant.
These pieces of information are difﬁcult to obtain from user
intent. For example, for an plus operation between two integers
i1 and i2, the expected value is i1 + i2, and the result may
become i1 + i1.
Nevertheless, We sampled over 80,000 Java methods on
GitHub where do not contain the test method. The result
shows that each method has an average of 8.23 lines, 2.51
API calls, and 2.41 non-API operations. This result proves the
frequency of non-API operations is almost as same as API
calls in the program. Actually, program synthesis based on
logic derivation [11] [12] is more conducive to handling such
operations, but those approaches assume a complete formal
speciﬁcation of the desired user intent was provided, which in
many cases proved to be as complicated as writing the program
itself [5]. Although non-API operations are difﬁcult to obtain
speciﬁc information from user intent, those operations in such
as mathematics and logic are frequent and important, and that
is an indispensable key in practical development tasks.
To solve these programs, we present C ANA (Capsulate
Non-API), a framework for probabilistic synthesis that can
synthesize Java methods contains non-API operations. C ANA
synthesizes programs with non-API operations through two
main ideas. One is to encapsulate non-API operations into API
calls, and then users also can provide related information when
describing incomplete speciﬁcations. The other is to handle the
synthesized results. We divide synthesized programs into two
parts. The ﬁrst is variable initialization and the other is variable
selections. We choose initial values from empirical values such
as 0, null. The second is that we provide heuristic strategies
to complete the program, which to solve the difﬁcult problem
that select variables with the same type.
We select a program synthesis tool named BAYOU [9] as an
example to verify the effectiveness of the framework. BAYOU
[9] implies a probability encoder-decoder model that uses
Bayesian probabilistic inference and trains a neural generator
not on code but on program sketches. The sketch is an
abstraction of a program that leaves out low-level information such as variable names, while retaining only high-level
information such as API calls and control structures. We grab
over 700 high-star Java projects from GitHub, extract over
60,000 methods from those projects to train our models, and
adopt 5,000 methods as our test data set. In summary, this

Abstract—The current approaches to program synthesis focus
more on works that contain only API methods. However, our survey shows that the ratio of non-API operations to API calls is very
close in Java programs. Although non-API operations are difﬁcult
to obtain speciﬁc information from user intent, those operations
in such as mathematics and logic are frequent and important, and
that is an indispensable key in practical development tasks. We
present C ANA (Capsulate Non-API), an improved approach of
probabilistic synthesis for non-API operations. C ANA synthesizes
programs with non-API operations through two main ideas. One
is to encapsulate non-API operations into API calls, and the user
also can provide related information when describing incomplete
speciﬁcations. The other is heuristic strategies to solve the difﬁcult
problems that select variables with the same type. Experiments
show that C ANA can synthesize programs contains combinations
of non-API operations in seconds.
Index Terms—Probabilistic Program Synthesis, Non-API Operations

I. I NTRODUCTION
Program synthesis is the task of automatically synthesizing
the program that realizes the user’s intention [1]. The intent
of the user expresses the desired program function, and there
are usually natural language descriptions [2], input-output
examples [3], and other types [4]. The current approaches [5]
to synthesis usually frame the problem by searching in the
space of program [6] to ﬁnd the target result. These methods
continue to face a core challenge, namely, that it is difﬁcult to
ﬁnd the target program from the huge search space in limited
time [7]. Moreover, the generated code is usually simple in
function, such as focusing only on generating the Application
Programming Interface (API) calls. Other than that are nonAPI operations, which refer to all processing in code other
than API calls from the library or package, including binary
operators, variable initialization, array handling, and so on.
There are two reasons for pure-API generation. One is
that the API calls usually have the sequences relationships
[8], which are easy to discover and learn. For example, the
return type of an API call is frequently used as the parameter
of the next API call, which also inspires many program
synthesis based on components or searches [3]. Many kinds
of researches [9] [8] [10], therefore, construct a probabilistic
model to mine and learn the sequence of API calls, then solve
the problem of code generation. On the other hand, non-API
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paper makes the following contributions:
• We present a framework called C ANA for probabilistic
synthesis that can synthesize Java methods contains nonAPI operations, then we take a synthesis tool BAYOU as
an example to verify the effectiveness of the framework.
• We construct the domain-speciﬁc language of the Java
program, which enables non-API operations to participate
in probabilistic neural network training and strengthens
the relevance to user intentions.
• We provide some heuristic strategies to solve the problem
that select variables with the same type.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we ﬁrst
introduce the motivation for our work in Section II. The details
of the C ANA framework shown in Section III which contains
the design of domain-speciﬁc language(DSL) and heuristic
strategies. Section IV presents the experimental results, which
evaluates the effectiveness of our work. In Section V, we
discuss some related work. Finally, Section VI gives our
conclusions and discusses our future research.

public class SubStringTest {
public static String cutString(String file,
String suffix, int i1, int i2) {{
String s1;
boolean b1;
int i3;
if((b1 = suffix.endsWith(suffix))){
i3 = file.length();
s1 = file.substring(i2, i2);
} else {}
return s1;
}}}

Fig. 1: A synthesized program from a synthesizer tool named
BAYOU.
frequency and importance of non-API operations. Actually,
program synthesis based on a logical derivation [11] [12] is
more useful for handling such operations, but this method
requests providing a complete and correct speciﬁcation, which
is as difﬁcult as writing a program yourself in many cases .
Although it is difﬁcult to handle, we cannot always ignore
these operations in the inductive program synthesis.
We propose a framework named C ANA, which solves
the problem of program synthesis containing non-API code
through two main ideas. We use the probabilistic program
synthesis tool BAYOU [9] as an example to elaborate in
detail. BAYOU is one of the state-of-the-art program synthesis
systems which contains a probability encoder-decoder model
that trained on program sketches for generating API-heavy
Java code. The sketch is a tree-structured speciﬁcation that
only preserves the control structure, API methods, and types.

II. M OTIVATION
Many program synthesis approaches searches in the program space or generated step-by-step, which usually focus on
the code snippet-level or method-level work that only contain
API calls. They usually treat the API calls as components in
Java library [5] [13] or nodes in the syntax tree [9].
There are two reasons for generating programs which only
contains API calls. One is that the API calls usually exist the
sequences relationships [8] which are easier to discover and
learn. For example, the return type of an API call is frequently
used as the parameter of the next API call, which is also the
inspiration of many program synthesis based on components
and search graphs [3]. Many kinds of researches [9] [8] [10]
solve the problem by constructing a probabilistic model, which
can mine and learn the sequence of API calls. On the other
hand, non-API operations such as inﬁx expressions usually
occur between the same type and certain constant values.
Besides, some variable assignment expressions of which the
right side of the equal sign is usually a constant. Those
are difﬁcult to obtain from user intent. For example, for
an addition operation between two integers i1 and i2, the
expected value is i1 + i2, and the result may become i1 + i1.
The following is a java program example which is synthesized by the probability synthesis tool BAYOU. BAYOU takes a
program draft as input which consists of a framework of class,
a function head, and some labels(contains the API method
name of the type name). Although it contains complex control
structures and API calls, it is very terrible for disposing of
primitive types and non-API operations.
We sampled 10,000 Java ﬁles on GitHub which contains
84995 methods. The statistical results showed that each
method has an average of 8.23 lines, including 2.51 API
calls and 2.41 non-API operations, where non-API operations
contain array operations, the primitive types initialization,
and the expressions. The results show that every 2 code
operations include 1 non-API operation, this result reﬂects the

III. M ETHOD
A. Framework
As shown in Fig. 2, this is our framework for synthesizing
non-API code, of which two main ideas are marked with rectangular rectangles. One is to encapsulate non-API operations,
where we realize this by building a modiﬁed DSL. The second
is heuristic strategies that address the problem of primitive type
initialization and selection when synthesizing Java programs.
We trained the model before applying it to the generation
task because that BAYOU contains a neural generator. We grab
the Java program from Github and parse it according to the
new DSL we build. The obtained program sketches are then
used for model training to get the M odel in Fig. 2. With this
encapsulation and training, the user can also enter non-API
operation names to represent the task’s requirements compared
to before. The model then generates sketches based on user
input and we adopt some heuristic strategies to process these
sketches. It includes the initialization deﬁnition of variables
and the selection of variables correction, and ﬁnally get the
generated java program.
B. Non-API Operations Encapsulation
Here, we expound the encapsulation principles and details
of non-API operations. Since most of the program synthesis
focuses on synthesizing programs contains the API calls, we
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Fig. 2: The framework of C ANA.
in inﬁx expressions, ε1 , ..., εk represent the types involved
by the operator, usually are some primitive types. Cseq are
composed of expression and operator sequences. Cop is added
to Y and encapsulates with the keyword of call. It’s actually
possible to encapsulate op Cop instead of call Cop, but we
chose the way in Fig.4 for ease of development and code reuse.

can use this as a basis to encapsulate non-API operations into
the API call. The advantage of this approach is that we can
solve the non-API synthesis problem with reusing the current
module. For example, a program synthesis based on graph
search treats API call as a node in a graph, and we can
similarly handle non-API operations as nodes in a graph.
The model in BAYOU training on sketches, where the API
call is a node in the sketch. The grammar of sketches is shown
in Fig. 3. Here, Y is the sketch of the program, which contains
a sequence of API calls, as well as some control structures:
branch statements, loop statements, and exception handling
statements. Cexp is a subset of Java expressions, representing
a limited set of API calls. τ0 represents the object on which
the method is called, where a represents the name of the
calling method, τ1 , ..., τk represent a set of API data types
that be used in parameters. Cseq represents a series of API
calls. Catch represents a series of exception handling types,
τ1 , ..., τk represent types of exception , Y1 , ..., Yk represent the
speciﬁc exception handling process. Note that the sketch does
not contain constant or variable names.
Y

Y

::= skip | call Cexp | call Cop |
Y1 ; Y2 | if Cseq then Y1 else Y2 |
while Cseq do Y1 | try Y1 Catch

Cop ::= ι.op(ε1 , ..., εk )
op ::= + | − | ∗ | / |&& | || |
> | >= | == | ! = | < | <=
Cseq ::= List of (Cexp | Cop)
Fig. 4: Grammar for sketches contains non-API operations.
Despite the addition of some mathematical operations, we
continue to maintain the inexistence of constants and variable
names in sketches. We move the variable initialization to the
code ﬁlling section, where we use heuristics to complete the
variable ﬁlling. We move the processing to the variable ﬁlling
part where using heuristics to improve it.

::= skip | call Cexp | Y1 ; Y2 |
if Cseq then Y1 else Y2 |

while Cseq do Y1 | try Y1 Catch
Cexp ::= τ0 .a( τ1 , ..., τk )
Cseq ::= List of Cexp
Catch ::= catch( τ1 ) Y1 ... catch( τk ) Yk

C. Heuristic Strategies
Here, we introduce the details of heuristic strategies.
1) Initial Deﬁnition: After the sketches generated from
the model, they need to be combined into the complete
Java programs. In this procedure, some parameters and call
objects of calls and operations need to be initialized and
allocated. Also, non-API operations often involve processing
on the primitive types, and we must resolve the issues of the
primitive type declaration and initialization. However, BAYOU
only declares variables but not initialize operations. To ensure
the correctness of the program syntax, we added complete
initialization for the variables.

Fig. 3: The grammar of sketches.
We modify the grammar for sketches by adding non-API
operations. The revised portion is shown in Fig.4. We add Cop,
which represents a subset of non-API operations. ι represents
the identiﬁcation of all non-API operations, op represents the
name of the operation, such as addition and greater operations
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n ::= − 1 | 0 | 1 | 2 | 0.0 | 1.0 | 2.0
b ::= true | f alse
s ::= ””
other ::= null

Metric

Fig. 5: The scope of the variable initialization.

2

TABLE I: The descriptions of six metrics.

1

3

The scope of variable initialization is shown in Fig.5, where
n represents the int, f loat and double types, b represents the
bool type, s represents String and char types, and the rest are
assigned null because the initialization of other non-primitive
types is ﬁnished by the constructor in the API call.
2) Variable Fill Correction: we found some errors when
we used composite techniques to combine the Java program
with sketches. When multiple variables of the same type
are presented in the formal parameters of an API call, the
generated program usually selects the same variable. However,
this is unlikely to happen in a real code environment. For
example, the API call java.lang.String.substring(int, int)
in Fig.1. The parameters in the substring method are of type
int, and it is easy to see the error (ﬁlling in the same variable
i2) similar to Fig.1. Therefore, we modiﬁed the variable ﬁlling
rule and increase three heuristic strategies to improve the
correctness of the program, it is also useful for program
synthesis without result validation. The heuristic strategies are
as follows.
• For adjacent API calls or non-API operations, the most
recently assigned variable in the context should be preferentially selected from the variable candidate list. Because
this variable is likely to be used in the next call.
• For the same type of parameters in the API call or nonAPI operation, the variable with the fewer references
should be preferentially selected from the variable candidate list. It can avoid the same variable used in the same
operation as many times as possible.
• The variable name often contains some semantic knowledge, which usually is some type of information. This
information should also be added to the calculation of
the similarity distance between the target variable and
the candidate list.
The speciﬁc workﬂow is as follows. In the ﬁrst, we obtain
the API call name, type name, and other information of the
current target, calculate the edit distance between the foregoing
information and the names of candidate variables and select
the target variable by the similarity. We then obtain a list of
candidate variables, descends sorted according to the times of
references.

4
5
6

Description
This metric measures the program abstract syntax tree
equivalence rate, which measures whether programs sketch
are grammatically equivalent represented 1 or not 0.
This metric computes whether the calls are similar in terms
of sequences.
This metric computes whether the calls are similar in terms
of sets.
This metric computes the percentage in the number of
control structures, as a ratio of the benchmark. The
control structures contain branches, loops, and try-catch
statements.
This metric computes the difference in the number of
statements, as a ratio of the number from the benchmark.
This metric computes the average time to generate 10
programs.

the over 700 Java projects with the highest star on GitHub.
By analyzing and cleaning the data, 335,891 class-level code
mainly using java.io, java.lang, java.util libraries were extracted. We then pre-processed all code, translated the methods
in Java ﬁles to program sketch. From the extracted programs,
we screened above 60,000 sketches and 5,000 sketches to be
in the training and testing data.
In order to obtain better performances, we adjusted the
neural network. The difference from the original BAYOU [9] is
that we add an attention layer, which provides better composite
performance than the original model. Our hyper-parameters
are saved in a conﬁguration ﬁle. Among them, 128, 64, and
64 units are used to three FFNNs in the encoder for calls,
types, and keywords, respectively, and 256 units are used
for two LSTMs in the encoder. We used a 32-dimensional
space to concatenate these two parts, a mini-batch size of
50, a learning rate of 0.0002 for the Adam gradient-descent
optimizer [14], and ran the training for 100 epochs in total.
The model training took about 6 hours. The experiments are
conducted using Oracle HotSpot JVM 1.8.0 101 on an Intel
Xeon Server with a 64G E5- 2682v4 CPU with 16G GPU
memory, running Ubuntu 16.04.
B. Model Accuray
We use the metrics from Murali et al. [9] to evaluate the
models. These metrics measure the equivalence of program
abstractions, sketch, which do not contain low-level information, such as variable names. The descriptions of every metric
are shown in the Table I.
TABLE II: The metric of the result.
Label
Oberveability
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6

IV. E XPERIMENT
In this section, we assess the effectiveness of our approaches.

Baseline
100%
0.35
0.65
0.50
0.11
0.23
0.82

100%
0.35
0.65
0.43
0.27
0.41
1.04

C ANA
75%
50%
0.35
0.24
0.65
0.75
0.44
0.56
0.27
0.17
0.41
0.32
1.04
0.85

25%
0.14
0.86
0.72
0.12
0.36
0.62

A. Experiment Setup and Pre-processing
The experimental results are shown in Table II. These results
come from the average of the corresponding metrics calculated
by the test set, and we also observe the synthesized results by

We construct a new dataset and evaluate the effectiveness
of our framework on it. The experiment data grabbed from
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using four different input proportions of 100%, 75%, 50%,
and 25% as the input as of experiment.
As shown in Table II, the AST equivalence declined as the
observable of the label decreased. To eliminate the effects of
the dataset, we used the extracted dataset to train the model
which only contains API calls and control structures as our
baseline. The test set is also 5000 programs, and M1 remains
at 0.35 with 100% evidence input. Non-API operations usually
involve processing in basic data types, and an operation can
often occur in multiple type combinations, which lead to a
rapid increase in the non-API operations of the same name. For
example, int + int and String + int are different operations,
where the former aims to sum integers, and the latter aims to
splice string. This is a difﬁcult task for training and learning
the model. However, as shown in Table II, the performance
difference is marginal between our model and the baseline
with a 100% label of inputs. This means that we make non-API
operations effectively involved in model training and learning.
Also, to illustrate the effectiveness of our work more intuitively, we selected four examples as shown in Table III.
For each example, we gave an input shown in Fig. 6, which
consists of a method framework, and some labels that the
target program would use. There is an example of a task in
Fig. 6, where we want to get all the folder names based on the
absolute and relative paths of the ﬁle, and the result is returned
as List. Besides API calls and types, we can also provide
names for non-API operations. For example, call : plus in
Fig. 6 means we want to be able to do a string concatenation
by “+” operation.
1
2
3
4
5
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discuss the related work in program synthesis for non-API
operations and program synthesis base on DSL.
A. Program Synthesis for Non-API Operations
Program synthesis takes into account both high-level abstractions and low-level details, so synthesizing code that
includes basic operations and basic types is a difﬁcult task.
Since the code is a hierarchical structure, some of approaches
[15] [16] synthesize programs on the tree structure. These trees
are called abstract syntax trees and are constructed explicitly
or implicitly by the compiler after the lexical analysis of valid
code sequences. The models from Maddison and Tarlow [15]
are based on probabilistic context free grammars (PCFGs) and
neuro-probabilistic language models, which are extended to incorporate additional source code-speciﬁc structure. Rabinovich
et al. [16] build abstract syntax networks, in which outputs
are represented as abstract syntax trees and constructed by
a decoder with a dynamically-determined modular structure
paralleling the structure of the output tree. Also, some works
to synthesize non-API operations by randomly generating
code snippets. FrAngel [19] is a component-based program
synthesis tool that starts by randomly generating code, then
constraining and standardizing the resulting program through
input and output use cases. Another approach solves low-level
syntax and detail problems by building syntax models. Yin and
Neubig [20] propose a novel neural architecture powered by a
grammar model to explicitly capture the target syntax as prior
knowledge.
B. Program Synthesis Base on DSL

public class Main {
public List<String> SplitStringList
(String relPath,
String absPath,
String split)
{{
///call:plus call:asList call:split
}}}

Many synthesis approaches are based on top-down enumeration searches as a way to build the required programs. A
common theme is to scale up the search space that a program
synthesis and one of the key ideas is syntactically restricting
the space of possible programs [5]. This syntactic bias can
be expressed by various means such as a domain-speciﬁc
language (DSL).
Although DSLs are more restrictive than full-featured programming languages like Java, it can enable more efﬁcient
special-purpose search algorithms [21]. Programming by Example (PBE) usually designs a DSL to constraint the program
space and combines various techniques to accelerate the search
process [22]. One of the most famous tools is FlashFill [23].
Singh and Gulwani [23] study the problem of predicting a
correct program from a huge set of programs in an expressive
DSL that has been induced by a small number of examples.
Among them, the DSL for syntactic string transformations
contains programs that take an n-ary tuple of strings as
input and return a string as output. The Neural FlashFill
[24] system contains the Recursive-Reverse-Recursive Neural
Network (R3NN) that incrementally synthesizes a program in
the DSL given the continuous representation of the examples.
The recent work of Balog et al. [21] and Parisotto et al. [24]
combine ideas from existing enumerative search techniques
with learned heuristics to learn to efﬁciently synthesize code,
usually written within a DSL.

Fig. 6: A task input, which is a draft program.
Two of the generated programs SplitStringList are shown
in the second row of Table III. The left side is the result of
the baseline synthesis and the right side is the result of C ANA
synthesis. They are all from the top 10 rankings. This result
in Table III shows that, ﬁrst of all, we have a reasonable
initialization of the variables compare with baseline. Our
results performed well in the same type of ﬁll, and we don’t
have a similar problem in line 7 of Table III when we do
a string concatenation, and we synthesized programs contains
non-API operations. Totally, we synthesized the programs that
took non-API operations, syntax correctly, and met the input
speciﬁcation.
V. R ELATED W ORK
The problem of program synthesis has long been considered
the holy grail of Computer Science [5]. In this section, we
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TABLE III: The comparisons of four examples between baseline and C ANA. Those are selected from the top-10 programs that
are closest to the answer.
Baseline

C ANA
public class SplitStringList{
public List<String> transfer(String relPath,
String absolPath, String split) {{
String[] s2 = null;
String s1 = ””;
List<String>l1= null;
s1 = relaPath + absolPath;
s2 = s1.split(split);
l1 = Arrays.asList(s2);
return l1;
}}}

public class SplitStringList {
public List<String> transfer(String relPath,
String absolPath, String split) {{
String[] s1;
s1 = absolPath.split(split);
return null;
}}}
public class GetListLastItem {
public String getListLastItem(List<String> news,
int last, List<Iterable<String>> l1,
List<Float> l2) {{
String arg01;
boolean b1;
String s1;
boolean b2;
int i1;
boolean b3;
b1 = news.add((arg01 = String.valueOf(last)));
b2 = l1.add(news);
s1 = news.get(last);
b3 = news.add(s1);
i1 = l2.size();
return arg01;
}}}

public class GetListLastItem {
public String getListLastItem(List<String> news,
int last) {{
int i2 = 0;
int i1 = 0;
String s1 = null;
i1 = news.size();
i2 = i1 - last;
s1 = news.get(i2);
return s1;
}}}

public class Encryption {
public int encryption(int key, List<String> l1) {{
int i1;
i1 = l1.size();
return key;
}}}

Cannot be synthesized because it involves array operations.
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public class Encryption {
public int encryption(int key){{
int i2 = 0;
InputStream arg01 = null;
int i1 = 1;
Scanner s1 = null;
s1 = new Scanner((arg01 = System.in));
i1 = s1.nextInt();
i2 = i1 + key;
return i2;
}}}
public class OutputStreamWrite{
public boolean outputStreamWrite(OutputStream os,
byte[] buffer, int max, int len) {{
boolean b1 = true;
try {
os.write(buffer);
os.ﬂush();
if ((b1 = len <= max)) {
os.close();
}else {}
}catch (IOException e) {}
return b1;
}}}

VI. C ONCLUSION
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The current approach to program synthesis focuses more
on code-segment and method-level work that includes only
API methods. In this paper, we study the problem of non-API
operation in inductive program synthesis and analyze its two
difﬁculties. We propose a framework called C ANA to solve
these two problems, which contains two main ideas. One is
to encapsulate non-API operations into API calls so that they
can participate in model training, then users also can provide
information when describing incomplete speciﬁcations. The
other is that we provide some heuristic strategies to solve the
problem of selecting the same type of variables. We take a
program synthesis tool named BAYOU. Experiments show that
we have effectively added non-API operations and are able to
perform the synthesis task reasonably well, while maintaining
the performance of the original model. Our work so far has
only obtained a preliminary result, and we will continue to
study in-depth in the future to analyze the similarity and
difference between API calls and non-API operations, so as
to better solve the problem of program synthesis.
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